What If? – Well... what if Europe had been colonised by ‘the Orient’, as we called it then, or as we call it now, the Middle East. What if places - Berlin, London, Edinburgh, Huntly - had Arabic names? What if the borders that separate our beloved Europe were not winding rivers, nor the results of so many conflicts, agreements, disagreements, skirmishes and wars? What if there had been a meeting between an Ottoman and an Arabian representative somewhere in a Victorian hotel in north east Scotland? What if they had divided up our countries over a cup of tea one afternoon with nothing but a ruler and a map? What if the community had filmed this historic event on their smartphones, and what if their recorded perspectives were mixed up and spliced together? This is what happened here in this small town, with the locals watching. What if this had really happened, in our current timeline?

What If?

What if an artist from the Gaza Strip, goes for a walk with an artist from Huntly, our small northern Scottish town? What if they begin talking through WhatsApp and painting each other’s landscapes? What if one of them suddenly paints grey rubble and the other green hills? What if they collect each other’s berries and flowers; the ones that push out of the rubble, emerging after the rain?

What if all the folk walked home from their homes and back home again, picking oak leaves and ideas along the way? What if they just had a Pathport in their hands?

And what would happen, What If?, if all the young folk, and all the old folk, and all the new folk - the artists, the bankers, the politicians - if all of them from here and there and everywhere connected and texted, walked and talked, wroted and voted? No more grey! No more borders! We are all one!

What If?

Save the Date: Understanding Peace in Communities; Study Day; 10 Nov 2017
**Compost Workshop**
Sat 22 July, 10am - 3pm
The Brander Garden / Glamourhaugh Allotment

**Permaculture Workshop**
Sat 18 Aug, 10am - 3pm
Tap O’ Noth Farm

**Food Fir Free — Elderberries**
Wed 23 Aug, 6.30pm - 8pm
Meet in The Square

**Hairst Festival, The Square**
Sat 2 Sept, Town is the Garden Harvest
Sun 3 Sept, 11am, Wild Plant Gathering
walk to the White Wood with Rachel Ashton;
Allotment Tour, 1pm - 3pm

**Seed Saving Workshop**
Sat 16 Sept, 10am - 3pm
Brander Garden

---

**Allotment Session**
Every Wednesday afternoon, 2 - 5pm
Glamourhaugh Allotments

**Gift/Glut Shop**
Every Friday, 9.30am - 5pm
Brander Garden
Honest shop for excess produce
Swap, pay what you can, or take for free

**Town is the Garden Surgery**
Every Friday morning, 9.30am - 12.30pm
Brander Building
Drop by the office to discuss any garden related questions

**Town is the Garden Community Service**
Every Friday afternoon, 2 - 5pm
Our team out helping in the community
Let us know if you want us to pay a visit!

---

**Gorse Cordial**

*Season*
All year, but more abundant May - June

*Ingredients*
- 450g gorse flowers
- 450g sugar
- 1.1 litres of water
- 1 lime, 1 hune and 1 orange (rind of orange only)

*Method*
Make a simple stock syrup by boiling the water and sugar for five to ten minutes. Add the zest and juice of the citrus fruits and the gorse flowers. Leave to soak overnight (or at least until absolutely cool). Pass through a strainer with muslin and bottle in sterilised bottles.

Once opened, store in the fridge.

*Source*
*A Handbook of Scotland’s Wild Harvest*, P.F. Martynaga, 2012

---

---

**Arabic Key Phrases**

*Hello = Marhaban* | مرحبا
*Thank You = Shukran* | شكرا
*My name is... = Ana ismee...* | أنا اسمي
*How are you? = Kaifa haluka?* | كيف حالك؟
*Great! = Azeem!* | عظيم
*See you later! = Ma’a ssalama!* | مع السلماء
What If?

Manaf Halbouni in conversation with Claudia Zeiske, Deveron Projects

CZ: Marhaban Manaf! You came to Huntly to realise your project What If? Tell us a bit about the ideas behind it all.

MH: For the past two years I have been contemplating the idea: ‘What if the Industrial Revolution had happened in the Middle East?’ So I imagined that the Turks (Ottomans) and Arabs had a highly advanced technical innovation and started to sell weapons and technology to everyone. At the same time they also started to colonise new countries and support revolutions all around Europe.

CZ: And how did you get to What If?

MH: I developed an alternative historical timeline by writing fictional stories and drawing new European maps. When I got to Huntly, I developed this project into a performance of a secret meeting between the Turks and the Arabs and I made a short film out of it.

CZ: How important was it to you that this took place in Scotland?

MH: I was very interested in working with the Syrian new Scots, the refugee community in Aberdeenshire. I remember when I first heard this title, I thought it was so great that the Scottish people decided not to just label them as ‘refugees’ and welcomed them into their community by giving them the title ‘new Scots’. It was also important for me to bring a little knowledge of the Middle East to people in Scotland, so that there can be a bit more understanding about the political and cultural situation there.

CZ: Can you tell us a bit about the background behind What If?

MH: The short film is a response to the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916, in which the UK and France divided up the Middle East in to the countries we know now. In my play, I reimagined these events as if they took place in Huntly. I therefore had a Turkish and an Arabian representative meet in Scotland to divide up a map of Europe and support Scotland in the revolution against the English.

CZ: Why did you think that Scotland would be a good place to set your film? And what about the maps? Tell us about them.

MH: The reason why I based my film in Scotland is because I wanted to engage with Scotland’s historical relationship and rivalry with England, and also look at how current political events such as Brexit and the Scottish independence referendum affect this situation.

While I was in Huntly I also developed a project which looked at maps. I interviewed many different people from the local community (artists, secondary school students, people in the nursing home, local Arabic speaker etc.) I gave them each a map of the world and asked them what they would create or change if they had the political power and influence. Each person I interviewed reacted differently to these questions, and different world visions transpired each time. Some people did not want to change anything because they were not interested in politics. Others created new countries and made unions with other nations, while some wanted to become peaceful dictators…

CZ: When I did the mapping I think I wanted to abolish all the borders… What would you do if you were in power?

MH: Well, I believe that humans can’t live without rules, that’s a fact we can’t change unfortunately. But I would try my best to unite people wherever they come from.

CZ: You first created a play, then a film of this performance, and a documentary of its making, and then a communal film made using the audience’s smartphones. Can you expand on what particularly attracted you to this unusual process?

MH: I wanted to use a medium that would engage as many people as possible. So I thought it would be interesting to ask people to film the performance on their smartphones and to create a film out of these different perspectives.

I was also interested in examining our use of smartphones as mediums for looking at the world and recording information. During the Arab Spring and the subsequent war in Syria, people have relied on their phones as a source of news. Whereas when the Sykes-Picot Agreement took place there would not have been this resource. I wanted to think about this democratisation of news; how this changes the way we see things and influences our view of the world.

CZ: It’s a really interesting way to make digital work that’s also socially engaged. Thank you very much Manaf for the time you spent with us in Huntly. Before I close, can you tell me what was the best and what the worst thing you experienced here?

MH: Actually I did not have any bad experiences, except for the food! I think the best experience was the fresh air and it was great to work with everyone at Deveron Projects!

CZ: Well, you personally addressed the food situation with your magnificent cooking! Thank you very much Manaf for being with us and also for this conversation.

Manaf Halbouni is a Syrian-German artist based in Dresden, Germany.

Artist Talk + What If? Film Screening

Thurs 27 July, 7pm
Goethe Institute, Glasgow
with Manaf Halbouni

What If?: Understanding the Middle East
Edinburgh Art Festival

Sat 29 July, Royal Scottish Academy
Screening of What If? followed by a discussion on colonialism, Islamophobia, and conflict in the Middle East with Manaf Halbouni, a.o.
Chair: Dr Janet Starkey
Booking Essential

---

Did you know...

The words sugar (سکر), cotton (کتون), lemon (لیمون), alcohol (اکوّال) are all derived from Arabic. And orange is called البرتقال (burqatay)!
Jacques Coetzer’s report *Room to Reinvent*, which proposes some new and exciting ways to reinvigorate and regenerate Huntly town centre, is now out! Find it on our website: www.deveron-projects.com/room-to-reinvent

**Back on Bogie Street**

**Slow Marathon**

Andrea Geile’s *Slow Marathon: Energised Landscape* was a first, with all walkers completing the 26 mile route. The youngest participant was 11, the oldest 72! The award for the ‘Slow Marathon’s Slowest’ this year goes to Anna Law, congratulations to her and to all involved!

**Walking Without Walls**

*Walking Without Walls* is a project with local artist Rachel Ashton and Palestinian painter May Murad, who lives and works in Gaza. This project takes inspiration from the Herbarium of philosopher and pacifist Rosa Luxemburg, who created an extensive botanical collection whilst imprisoned for her beliefs.

May and Rachel are currently collecting and pressing a variety of plants and flowers that they can find in their local areas. Throughout 2017, the artists will digitally collaborate through image and video, sketches and text to share their very different respective landscapes. This will form the basis of our two simultaneous Slow Marathons in 2018, one in Huntly, one in Gaza.

**Pathport**

Two years have passed since Anthony Schrag set off on his 2500 km walk from Huntly to the Venice Biennale, for his project *Lure of the Lost*, so we thought it was high time for us to plan another epic expedition!

This summer, Deveron Projects’ Founder/Director Claudia Zeiske will become the artist with her project: *Pathport*. On 3rd July she will set off on a 3 month ‘secular pilgrimage’ from her home in Huntly, Aberdeenshire, to her mother’s house in Unterpfaffenhofen, near Munich. Passing through Scotland, England, Holland and Germany, Claudia will be setting out as a wayfarer and wandering scholar. Her home-to-home walk will consider personal and political ideas of ‘Home’ in a post-Brexit Europe.

We wish Claudia all the best of luck on her journey!

**AGM**

Deveron Projects’ Annual General Meeting will be held at 8pm on 16 October 2017, in the Brander Building. Dr Lorenz Holm from the Geddes Institute for Urban Research will be delivering a talk, *Place/Work/Folk: Community Planning and the Relevance of Patrick Geddes Today*. Food and refreshments provided. All welcome.

**Staff News and Shuffle**

Rachael Disbury, our former Art & Community Worker is taking over from Joss Allen as Project Manager. Joss is heading up the Town is the Garden Programme as the Green Co-ordinator. Lindy Young is now working with Joss as our Gardener, assisted by Camille Sineau. Elisabetta Rattalino who is currently finishing her PhD in Art History at St Andrews University is joining us as Art & Community Worker in October.

---

**Walking Without Walls Events and Workshops**

**Plant Drawing Classes with Rachel Ashton**

Every first Saturday in the month from Sat 5 August, 10am – 11.30am, Brander Kitchen

£15; or £50 for 5 sessions; booking required

**Citizen Herbarium**

Bring your wild flowers, grasses and plants and stories: medicinal, edible, magical or purely beautiful

Tuesday 8 Aug, 2pm - 5 pm, Brander Kitchen

Or get in touch with Rachel: rachelbrideashton@gmail.com

**Wild Plant Gathering**

A walk to the White Wood, Sun 3 September, + 11am

Meet at the Square

Parallel walk along the Gaza strip coast with May Murad, meet TBC

**Plant Journaling**

Series of six walkshops, Collecting, identifying, pressing and drawing to produce a plant journal.

Every Wednesday from 5 July, 6.30pm - 8pm, Brander Kitchen

£5, or £20 for six sessions

**Digital Studio Session with May Murad (via Skype)**

Every last Wednesday of the month, 12pm - 2pm, Brander Kitchen
The Town is the Garden
A community food growing project

The Plot
A piece of land marked out for a purpose. Through the project we are supporting individuals, organisations and groups, no matter the size of their plot, to grow more food. How is our community and relationship to the land shaped by food?

The Seed
From which, under the right conditions, new things begin to develop. We are providing free plants and seeds, as well as the support and advice needed to get growing. How might we begin to revalue our relationship to food and to the land?

The Compost heap
A site of transformation where loose material becomes fertile and productive. We are supporting the community to compost more waste locally and develop a composting network across the town. How can we think of Huntly as a more sustainable, interconnected place when it comes to food systems?

The Spade
A thing used to help perform a job. We are providing free open-access workshops and events sharing skills, labour and knowledge on food production, horticulture and sustainability within our community. How might horticulture help us to think about the metaphors we use to construct our knowledge of the world around us and the spaces we share with others?

The Table
A space for conversation, discussion and actions. We are bringing food to the table for discussion as well as holding activities on food preservation, cooking and eating. How can we think and act in a more sustainable, caring way through the processes of food production?

To find out more about the project and how you can get involved, get in touch:
townisthegarden@deveron-projects.com / 01466 794494
Or join the Facebook group: Town is the Garden — Huntly

“There’s nothing under the ground that’s worth more than the little layer of topsoil sitting on top of it.” - Wendell Berry
**Deveron Projects** is based in the rural market town of Huntly, Scotland. We connect artists, communities and places through creative research and engagement. The *town is the venue* describes the framework in which we work and contribute to the social wellbeing of our town. We have engaged with local people, and their clubs, choirs, shops, schools, churches, bars and discos since 1995.